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Abstract

\VV have measured analyzing powers for the reaction pp —> dn+ at beam energies

3 and 7 MeV above pion production threshold. With the use of Watson's Theorem to

fix phases and effective range estimates of pion d-vvave strength, we have beru able to

determine the NN —> dn s-wave amplitude and the two p-wave amplitudes at these

energies. The results are compared to the Faddeev model predictions of Blankleidci.

NUCLEAR REACTION: pp -» </*+, E=290.7 and 294.7 MeV;
measured Aj,(E,^r). Liquid hydrogen target.

(submitted to Nuclear Physics A)



1 Introduction

Measurements of polarization effects are essential to a full understanding of the

» dn process. At resonance energies, extensive measurements of analyzing pow-

ers, spin correlations, and spin transfers have made it possible to do partial wave

amplitude fits with minimal reliance on theoretical constraints. At energies close to

threshold we are far from being able to determine the amplitudes from existing data,

even though only a few partial waves need be considered. The only data axe unpo-

larized differential cross sections reported in the companion paper (I) and two other

experiments cited therein. One set of analyzing power data1 extends down to an en-

ergy IS MeV above threshold. In this paper we present pp —• dn+ analyzing powers

measured with polarized beams 3 and 7 MeV above threshold energy. Combined with

the theoretical input of Watson's Theorem, these new results strongly constrain the

magnitudes of the partial-wave amplitudes near threshold.

Ideally, we would have made a measurement of analyzing powers for the reaction

np —* dn0 to complement our cross section data. We considered such an experiment,

but rejected it in favor of pp —> dx+ because:

1. reactions which produce a high-resolution neutron beam, such as 7Li(p,n), have

polarization transfer coefficients of about -1/3. Thus, compared to the pp —* dn*

experiment, systematic errors are potentially three times larger and nine times

more counts are required for a given statistical error.

2. there is no direct, accurate measurement of the polarization transfer for 7Li(p,n)

or other suitable reactions at the required beam energy. This would result in a

scak' uncertainty of order 7 to 10% for the analyzing powers.

A consequence of this choice is that we have had to assume np —» dw° and pp —» dir*
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data to be related by Charge Independence for a particular kinematic prescription

(comparison at equal values of cm. pion velocity).

2 Experimental Method

We detected recoil deuterons in the Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS) at TRI-

UMF. The kinematics of the pp —> dw+ reaction near threshold permits a full cm.

angular distribution to be obtained at one angle and momentum setting of the spec-

trometer. Problems of getting low-energy pions out of the target and detecting them

over a much larger range of lab angles are thereby avoided.

The target of LH2, 1.5 cm thick, was designed to minimize background from

windows by means of internal scintillators mounted on the cold target cell2. Previous

use of the target in np—»d7 and np —» dn° experiments had demonstrated many-

fold suppression of background; in order to retain this possibility with a beam of

charged particles, the experiment was done with a reduced beam intensity, about 106

protons/sec.

The polarized proton beam from the TRIUMF cyclotron was prepared by two-

stage collimation as shown schematically in Figure 1. The first collimator, having

inside diameter 6 mm, length 63 mm and made of a high-density tungsten-nickel alloy,

reduced the beam intensity from 1 nA to 50 pA. Following the collimator was an in-

beam polarimeter (IBP) based upon p-p elastic scattering from a thin polyethylene

target3. The IBP was followed by a diffuser, a thin foil of steel whose thickness (0.5

mm) was chosen to provide the desired flux at the second-stage collimator, located

after an 8m drift section. The second collimator had a central insert of high-density

alloy, also 63 mm long with a hole 6 mm in diameter. This stage reduced the beam



intensity a further factor of 300 to approximately 160 fA or 106 protons/sec. The

final element of the beamline was a "microdump" 12.5 rnm in diameter, 63 mm long

and 517 nun downstream of the target. It stopped most of the beam which did not

interact in the target, as well as most of the deuterons produced at lab angles under

0.5°.

The detection system consisted of:

1. a 1.6-imn thick plastic seintillator (SETR) after the second collimator and in

front of the target vacuum vessel,

2. two 0.25-mm thick scintillators (SITR, SIRC) inside the target assembly, im-

mediately before and after the liquid hydrogen,

3. two pairs of multiwire drift chambers (FECM, FECO) at 699 and 966 mm from

the target center (the same chambers as described in paper (I)).

4. one scintillator 0.7 mm thick (FES) located midway between FECM and FECO,

5. two MRS focal plane wire chambers of the Vertical Drift (VDC) design, each

chamber providing two components of particle position,

6. focal plane trigger scintillators, 6 mm thick, following the VDC's.

The polarized beam had typical polarization of 70%, and was cycled through

"up", "down", and "off" states over a period of 7 minutes. The in-beam polarimeter

not only measured beam polarization, but also the relative beam current for different

spin states. At each energy one run was made at reduced primary beam intensity,

with the microduinp removed in order to determine the wire chamber coordinates

corresponding to 0° scattering angle.



Further details about the experimental setup may be found in reference 4.

3 Data Analysis

Data from the in-beam polarimeter were recorded in sealers, one sealer group for

each of the spin states "up", "down", and "off'. For each of Left and Right IBP

arms the "accidental" coincidence rate was subtracted from the prompt "true plus

accidental" coincidence rate. This correction was typically 0.8%. The asymmetry

f = (L - R)/(L + R) was computed using the net counts, and divided by IBP ana-

lyzing power to obtain a beam polarization. The apparent polarization (about 2.5%)

for spin "off" was subtracted from the "up" and "down" polarizations to correct for

the IBP instrumental asymmetry. The IBP analyzing power for the CH2 target was

calculated by applying a correction factor of 0.93 to the "hydrogen-only" analyzing

power to allow for the C(p,2p) contribution4. The hydrogen analyzing powers were

obtained from the SM90 solution of the SAID interactive program5: 0.397 at 290.7

MeV and 0.401 at 294.7 MeV.

Good pp —> dit+ events were selected by applying the following criteria:

1. rejection of the event if any of the four planes of the FECO and FECM chambers

or the bend-plane coordinates of the VDC's was missing or registered multiple

hits,

2. a cut on the pulse height from scintillator SETR, to ensure the presence of a

beam proton,

3. identification of deuterons by their time of flight through the MRS, combined

with energy loss in the focal plane scintillators (Figure 2). Most of the protons

were rejected by hardware cuts on the time of flight.
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4. pulse height cuts on the internal counters SITR and SIRC. The spectra and

positions of the cuts are shown in Figure 3.

There are several peaks in the pulse-height spectrum of the recoil scintillator

SIRC for particles identified as deuterons by TOF-AE. The origin of the peaks may

be understood from Figure 4, in which the SIRC pulse height is plotted against

deuteron momentum. (A software cut has eliminated events for which no energy was

deposited in SIRC.) Peak "a", which has about 5% of the total counts, is from protons

which undergo a pp —* dn+ reaction downstream of SIRC but upstream of the first

wire chamber. Peak "b" is due to deuterons from the pp —> dn+ reaction originating

in the LH2 target, the associated 5-MeV 7r+ having stopped in the target. For events

of peak "c" both the deuteron and a TT+ of «19 MeV pass through SIRC; as the initial

energy of the pions decreases, the energy loss in SIRC increases, producing the tail

to the right of peak "c".

For events which passed the above tests the wire chamber data were used to

calculate the horizontal angle, 0A, the vertical angle, 6V, and the momentum, Sp/p, of

the deuteron. The azimuthal angle was computed as tan^> = 0VI8^ and the polar angle

(in small-angle approximation) as &1 = B\ + Q2
V. The momentum-angle correlation

6p/p vs 6 is shown in Figure 5. The pp —* dn+ locus is evident, with negligible

background. The absence of counts for 8 <0.3° is due to the microdump.

The locus of Figure 5 is broadened because of:

1. spread in energies of the interacting beam protons, due to energy spread of the

incident beam folded with differential energy loss in the target,

2. variations in energy loss by deuterons as they emerge from the LHj target and

pass through windows and detectors,



3. multiple scattering, especially of the outgoing deuterons.

From measurements of the proton beam when the micro-dump was removed, we were

able to estimate the spread in energies of protons incident upon the target at a — 0.42

MeV. Folding in the variation in proton energy loss in the target gives a calculated

variation in reaction energies of a = 0.57 MeV. In the middle of the momentum span,

where deuteron reaction angles are at a maximum, the spread in angles is due mostly

to multiple scattering, which is about 4 times larger than the contribution due to

beam energy spread at 294.7 MeV.

The relationship between maximum lab angle and pion cm. momentum, mncrj,

is nearly linear near threshold; from the angle centroids we deduce mean values of

ij — 0.14 at the lower beam energy and TJ — 0.21 at the higher. These correspond to

beam energies of 290.7 and 294.7 MeV.

The cm. reaction angle, 8\, was determined for each event. This was done by a

least-squares fit to measured deuteron lab angle and momentum. Events were binned

according to 0^, tpn, and the beam polarization state. The number of "down" counts,

N,J, was renormalized to correct for different beam charge and livetime between "up"

and "down"; the renormalization factors were 0.973 at the lower energy and 1.013 at

the higher.

The nominal central angle of the MRS was 0.73° at the lower energy and 1.50°

at the higher energy, and consequently for a given 0* the MRS acceptance G(< )̂ was

not a constant as a function of azimuthal angle. For a given 6"^, the number of counts

in the <p bins were:

Nj = C G ( * , ) [ 1 +«•«**,] ,

N,1 = CG(4>,) ( 1 - e-cos0,J,



where C is a constant (for a given #') and the asymmetry e = P-A^, depends

upon the beam polarization P and the analyzing power A^(#*). The quantity r, =

(N,' - N,-)/ (N,1 + N,1) = * cos<£, does not depend upon the acceptance G(0,). By the

usual method for linear least-squares fitting,

« = (£ , w, r, cos<f>,)/ ( £ , w, cosV,).

Taking as weighting factor w, = N, + N* we obtain

« = (E.(Nj - N|) cos*, / (£,(N! + N,J) cos2*,.

Further discussion of statistical and systematic uncertainties is given in ref. 4.

4 Results and Discussion

Our pp —» CITT+ analyzing powers are presented in Table 1 and Figures 6 and 7. The

errors are statistical only. We estimate the uncertainty due to errors in determining

beam polarization and charge/livetime normalization to be less than ±0.02.

If only s- and p-wave pion production occurs, the product of cross section and

analyzing power should be proportional to the Legendre polynomial P{(0") = sintf",

where 6' is the pion reaction angle in the center-of-mass system. We have attempted

to fit our data to a one-term expression, as well as to one including also P ^ * ) and

P^tf"). We did not use cross sections from this experiment because the presence of

the mjcrodump combined with the 6 mm beam size made the acceptance difficult to

determine. We have used, instead, the results of the np —> dn° experiment (I) at the

same value of r; = pj/m^c. The one-term fits gave \ 2 per degree of freedom 1.26 at

the lower energy and 0.56 at the higher. The three-term fits gave 1.62 and 0.78 and

the additional terms were consistent with zero contribution, so we considered only
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the results of the one-term fit. The dashed lines of Figures 6 and 7 are a \-a error

corridor from the fits, due to statistical uncertainties of the Av data.

There is another set of Av data1 which extends upwards in energy from T,, = 305

MeV. In Figure 8 we show some of these data for $' — 90°, as well as the results

from the fits to our data. If the partial-wave amplitudes are controlled by centrifugal

barrier and phase space factors, their magnitudes near threshold will depend upon the

pion angular momentum / as r;'+1/'2 and Av should vary linearly with r). Our results

are consistent with such variation. However, the linear variation cannot continue

indefinitely since A,, is bounded by -1 and +1, and indeed a departure from linearity

can be seen in the ^-dependence of the data of ref. 1.

In (I) we inferred the pion p-wave production strength, assuming that only the

s-wave amplitude and one of two possible p-wave amplitudes were excited near thresh-

old. We wish now to use our analyzing power data to test whether it is justified to

neglect the second p-wave amplitude and the d-wave amplitudes. The quantum num-

bers of the seven partial wave amplitudes are listed as part of Table 2. Amplitude

â  allows an intermediate NA state of L=0, and becomes the dominant amplitude

at Tp - 500 - 700 MeV. The amplitude ao would require an intermediate NA to

be coupled in L=2. Consequently, it is expected that ao will be much smaller than

a2. Blankleider6 has calculated |ao |/|a2 | = 0.1 at 383 and 425 MeV, while the 400

MeV partial-wave amplitude fit of Bugg tt aX? yielded |ao |/ |a2 | = 0.02. The d-wave

amplitudes, a3 through ag, are expected to vary as r/5^2 near threshold, and their con-

tribution to the total cross section can be neglected. However, the angle-dependent

part of the cross section, in addition to terms in |a2 |2 and ao-aj, contains terms which

are the product of the s-wave amplitude ai and the various d-wave amplitudes8. As



all of these terms are expected to have an r/3 dependence, amplitudes a3 through &e

may make a significant contribution even when i) is small.

Bugg9 made partial-wave amplitude fits up to 580 MeV. When the d-wave ampli-

tudes were divided by z;5'2 the resulting "effective ranges" were nearly constant. We

have assumed that the magnitudes of d-waves continue to vary approximately as rf/2

as 7/ —» 0, using Bugg's effective ranges (converted to the normalization of Blanklei-

der) in our analysis. They give the following ratios of magnitudes: r3 = |a3 |/jaj | as

0.11?/2, r4 % 0.32T/2, r5 x O.Obij* and r6 ~ 0.74rj2. For comparison, the ratio of p-wave

to s-wave amplitudes would be estimated as r2 ~ 2.8r; from Bugg's analysis.

To lowest order in i) the observables are related to the partial-wave amplitudes a}

by:8

= J |a2

where Ao and A2 are coefficients of the Legendre polynomial expansion of differential

cross section dcr/dQ. Thus, in order to calculate pp —» dn+ observables it is necessary

to know the phases of the amplitudes. These we take from Watson's Theorem9, which

states that the phase of a partiai-wave amplitude &,{pp —» dir+) is the sum of the

phases of the corresponding partial waves in pp—»pp and nd —* nd. The conditions

under which Watson's Theorem is valid (pp —* d7r+and pp—«NNjr weak compared

to pp-+pp and Trd—» ?rd) should be satisfied close to threshold. We have obtained

the pp—»pp phase shifts from the SM90 SAID5 solution. The (small) s-wave nd—* nd

phase shift was calculated from the nd scattering length10, while p-wave and d-wave

pion phases were taken to be zero on account of their expected energy dependence
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of ;/* and T/S. T1I<" phase shifts are given in Table 2.

There remain three variables to determine the magnitudes of the s- and p-wave

]>p —t IITT+ partial wave amplitudes a<), a| and a/, the independent near-threshold

data available to us are the total cross section (47rA0), the angle-dependent part of

the cross section (A^) and the analyzing power (Aj,). The problem may be reduced

to 2 unknowns (r0 = |ao |/|ai | and r̂  = |a^ |/|aj |) and 2 measured quantities

(A2/A0 and Av(90°)). Figure 9 shows for 7/ — 0.14 how these quantities are related:

each solid line is obtained by varying r? for a fixed value of r0, the dots marking

steps of 0.05 in r^. Neighbouring lines differ 111 ru by 0.025. The experiine.nt.al value

for A2/A0 comes from fitting all our up —> tin" data to an empirically chosen i\L

dependence, which gave A^/Ao — (5.6 ± l).b)i/2; the value for Aj,(90°) is obtained

from the Legendre polynomial fit described above. The dashed hue is for i(j — 0 with

all d-wave amplitudes set to zero. Figure 10 shows the equivalent results for ;/ — 0.21.

The incorporation of pion d-waves results in lower estimates of p-wave strength

than we had made previously". At 290.7 MeV the best estimates of (ru, 1̂ ) change

from (0., 0.34) to (0.03, 0.29) and at 294.7 MeV from (0.,0.59) to (0.03,0.49). Al-

though the estimate of d-wave amplitudes is crude, it is almost certainly better than

neglecting them altogether. With inclusion of d waves, we rind |a(J |/|a^ | ~ 0.0G

0.10 near threshold, consistent with the values calculated by Dlankleider at 3S3 and

425 MeV. Without d-waves our experimental points lie in a region of imaginary |a<j |.

Figure 11 indicates the s-vvave and p wave pion production amplitudes (it\ and a^)

normalized so a>. to remove the ?/-dependence due to phase space and centrifugal bar-

riers. In addition to ovir results at 7/ = 0.14 and 0.21, we show the values obtained by

Buggu in h- •• partial-wave fit to data at higher energies. The solid lines are the s- and
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p wave strengths predicted hy Blankleider'1. The dashed lines show the (/-dependence

of the kinematic factor V \ / s ' P'vv'i invariant matrix elements which are constant for

s wave and proportional to i) for p-wave would result in such an energy dependence.

The s-wave results are consistent with neither the calculation by Blankleider nor an

assumption of constant Invariant Matrix Element; Dugg has ascribed the falling s-

wave strength to the energy dependence of the nN SJJ and Su amplitudes. For the

p wave amplitude a,>, Blankleider's calculations are in fair accord with the values we

have extracted.

Within our model the error in â  is almost independent of uncertainty in A^/Au.

while the error in a<j depends about equally upon the uncertainties in A^/Ao and in

Av. Admittedly, these conclusions rely upon the correctness of our model for d-wave

amplitudes near threshold. A useful test of the model would be a measurement of

the spin correlation A;J. which involves the same combinations of amplitudes as the

unpolarized cross section, but with a sign reversal for the NN spin-singlet (pion p-

wave) terms. The angle-dependent part of the product of cross section and A!z should

be noticeably affected by d-wave amplitudes. Unfortunately, to our knowledge there

has been no measurement of A,z below 400 MeV. Another possible candidate is the

deuteron vector polarization itu, but due to cancellations the d-wave contributions

are predicted to be very small — of order 0.01 which is also compatible with

complete absence of d-wave amplitudes.
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5 Conclusions

Wo have measured pp —* (in* analyzing power angular distributions which differ

considerably from zero at energies only 1.6 and 3.6 MeV (cm.) above threshold. This

rapid rise in Ay is due to the interference between the dominant s-wavc amplitude

ami a rapidly-growing p-wave production amplitude.

The combination of these Ay data, the measured anisotropy in the unpolarized

cross section, and phase constraints of Watson's Theorem have allowed the separation

of s-waveand p-wave production amplitudes. Our analysis leads to the (at first glance.

surprising) conclusion that pioii d-wave amplitudes play a significant role even a few

MeV above threshold.

After removal of phase space and centrifugal barrier factors, the s-wavc and p

wave amplitudes show but modest variation with energy from threshold well into the

region of the A resonance. This concise representation of low-energy NN —• dn data

should facilitate comparisons with theory.

The Faddeev calculation of Blankleider gives a good account of the r/ dependence

of the p-wave amplitude a2. The near-threshold s-wave amplitude, ai, is slightly

under-estimated.
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TABLE 1. Our measured values of pp —* dit* analyzing powers as a function of

piou cm. angle and beam energy.

Beam
energy
(MeV)

290.7

294.7

Angle
(deg)

30
50
70
90

110
130
150

30
50
70
90

110
130
150

Analyzing
power

-0.094
-0.098
-0.169
-0.169
-0.18C
-0.145
-0.042

-0.069
-0.177
-0.261
-0.258
•0.258
-0.181
-0.100

Statistical
error

0.025
0.019
0.020
0.020
0.019
0.019
0.024

0.025
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.021
0.025

*

TABLE 2. Elastic scattering phase shifts (in degrees) used to calculate phases of

s-, p-, and d-wave pion production amplitudes a, by means of Watson's Theorem.

Amplitude ("+ !Lj)p f , Lwd 17=0.14

<Hpp—*PP)

y=0.21

7rd) 7rd)

ao

as

1
0
1
2
2
2
o

-5.7
-27.3

9.5
-27.3
17.1
0.9
2.9

0.5
G.2

-27.6
9.6

-27.6
17.1
0.9C
2.9

0.7



Figure Captions

1. Schematic viow of the experimental layout for this experiment.

2. Time-ofHight vs energy loss in focal-plane scintillators. The peak on the upper

loft is from deuterons, that on the right is from protons , and the lower left peak

arises from accidental coincidences involving protons separated by one r.f. beam burst

(43 us).

3. Pulse height distributions for the internal trigger and recoil sciiitillators of the LH.>

target. The lines indicate positions of software cuts applied in data analysis.

4. Pulse height in the internal recoil scintillator SIRC us particle momentum for

particles identified as deuterons by time-of-flight and energy loss in focal-plane scin-

tillators. The peaks are explained in the text.

5. Correlation of reaction angle vs momentum for deuterons in the measurement at

294.7 MeV beam energy.

G. Analyzing powers for pp —» dit+ as a function of cm. reaction angle at a beam

energy of 290.7 MeV.

7. Analyzing powers for pp —» dir+ as a function of cm. reaction angle at a beam

energy of 294.7 MeV.

8. Analyzing powers at 90° cm. as a function of pion cm. momentum. The solid

circles are this experiment and the open circles are the work of ref. 1.

9. Analyzing power Av vs cross-sectior anisotropy A-̂ /Ao for pp —• d7r+ at 290.7

MeV. The solid lines result from varying the relative strengths of the two p-wave

amplitudes, as described in the text. The number pairs give selected values of (ro,i'2).

The dashed line is for all the d-wave amplitudes plus the p-wave amplitude ao set to



10. As Figure 9, except at beam energy 294.7 MeV.

11. The magnitudes of the s-wave production amplitude a( and the principal p-wavc

amplitude a?, normalized to remove phase-space and centrifugal-barrier effects. The

solid lines are the prediction of ref. 6. The dashed lines are for Invariant Matrix

elements which are constant (s-wave) or proportional to r] (p-wave).
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